
TURN
THINGS AROUND



www.actiu.com/compromiso

Because, when you realise that
everything is upside down,

there is only one thing to do: turn things around. At ACTIU we like to do our bit in achieving things 
through several actions. We have published guides 
on how to adapt spaces to the new health and safety 
requirements, we have launched new furniture and 
inspired professional spaces within the home.

We have called it ACTIU Commitment, which is our 
initiative to turn this situation around.

COMMITMENT
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ACTIU

ACTIU

WE WANT TO BE CLOSER
THAN EVER

During the last few months in which social distancing 
measures have been in place, we have come to realise 
just how close we want to get to our customers. For 
that reason, we are going ahead with our planned pre-
pandemic schedule: the recent inauguration of our Paris 
Showroom along the Seine, the expansion of the Actiu 7 
manufacturing plant and the implementation of SAP´s 
ERP to improve our global level of service.

We are convinced that together we will be able to dturn 
things around.
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01 Being 
on trend 
sometimes 
makes you 
the first
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The first industrial company 
worldwide to obtain WELL™ 
v2 and LEED® Platinum 
certificates

At ACTIU we’ve been designing 
public and work spaces. We are an 
family industrial company convinced 
that what we do has an impact on 
people, but also on our environment. 
From this commitment we have 
achieved to become the first 
industrial company in the World 
to obtain WELL™ v2 and LEED® 
Platinum certificates.

ACTIU
TECHNOLOGY
PARK

ACTIU
TECHNOLOGY
PARK
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In 2011 we were the fi rst European company in the fi eld 
to obtain the LEED® Gold certifi cate which guarantees 
the building of spaces respectful with the environment 
and with a design that allows an effi cient use of the 
natural resources. In 2019 we managed to rank up 
achieving the highest certifi cation awarded to date: 
LEED® Platinum.

The WELL Building StandardTM (WELL) certifi cation, 
which analyses the variables that affect the physical 
and psychological wellbeing of the people occupying 
the space, has as main aim to promote healthy habits 
and maximize the wellbeing of the users in a building.
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Our headquarters in Castalla (Alicante) has 
received the title of “Healthiest corporate 
headquarters in Spain” in which to work. 
A project designed by architect José María 
Tomás Llavador with more than 200.000 
m2 divided between headquarters, logistic 
warehouse, production plants and green 
areas, that is committed to energetic 
efficiency and use of sustainable materials to 
respect the environment.

Here we produce more than 156.000 standard 
products and another 93.000 customised 
solutions. Thousands of products that we 
adapt to the technical needs of each project, 
always guaranteeing quality and efficiency. 

We open you the doors 
of the healthiest business 
building in Spain

A sustainable
industrial project
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ARGELIA - ANGOLA - ARGENTINA - AUSTRALIA - AUSTRIA - AZERBAIYÁN
BARÉIN - BÉLGICA - BRASIL - BULGARIA - CANADÁ - CABO VERDE
CHILE - CHINA - COLOMBIA - COSTA RICA - CHIPRE - REPÚBLICA CHECA - DINAMARCA
REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA - ECUADOR  - GUINEA ECUATORIAL - EGIPTO
ESTONIA - FINLANDIA - FRANCIA - POLINESIA FRANCESA - ALEMANIA - GHANA - GRECIA - GUADALUPE
GUATEMALA - GUINEA - HAITÍ - HOLANDA - HONG KONG - HUNGRÍA - ISLANDIA - INDIA - INDONESIA
IRÁN - IRAK - IRLANDA - ITALIA - COSTA DE MARFIL - JAPÓN - JORDANIA - KAZAJISTÁN - COREA - KUWAIT
LÍBANO  - LIBIA - LITUANIA - LUXEMBURGO - MALI - MALTA - MARTINICA
MAURITANIA - MÉXICO - MOLDAVIA - MARRUECOS - MOZAMBIQUE - NUEVA CALEDONIA - NICARAGUA - NIGERIA
NORUEGA - NUEVA ZELANDA - OMÁN - PANAMÁ - PERÚ - FILIPINAS - POLONIA - PORTUGAL - PUERTO RICO - CATAR
ISLA DE LA REUNIÓN - RUMANÍA - RUSIA - ARABIA SAUDÍ - SHANGHÁI - SENEGAL
SINGAPUR - ESLOVAQUIA - ESLOVENIA - SUDÁFRICA - ESPAÑA - SUECIA - SUIZA - TAILANDIA - TÚNEZ 
TURQUÍA - EAU - UCRANIA - REINO UNIDO - URUGUAY - EE.UU. - VENEZUELA

New wood productive plant (161.500 sqm)

96 countries 
120 showrooms
1500 projects

We continue to grow
Investments in new buildings 

and machinery of the latest 
generation with a firm 

objective: satisfy our partners 
with reliability, quality of 

service and agility.
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This way is how we conceive it and in 2017 
we were awarded the National Design 
Award for our way of applying it to all areas 
within the business. From designing the 
product, architecture, projects, graphic 
identity, work spaces to designing our 
internationalising plan… At Actiu we are 
committed to design and we believe in its 
transformative power.

We are design… well, actually, 
everything is design.

In 2017 we were 
awarded the 

National Design 
Award for our way 
of applying it to all 

areas within the 
business.

DESIGN

DESIGN14 15



NUEVO
SHOWROOM

The showroom is located in a historic 
building along Paris´ design route, 

at street level next to the Seine and 
Place de la Bastille. Inspired by new 

ways of working, it is designed to 
help create agile, comfortable and 

safe environments.

PARIS SHOWROOM
NEW
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02 The more 
wellbeing the 
more productivity
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The world keeps changing. We have to 
be even more agile, more dynamic, more 
profi table and we know that from now on 
the world we live in will always be volatile 
and will demand more from us.

Our workspaces don’t escape this reality. 

Through Cool Working by Actiu, we have 
already helped design and equip many 
workspaces based on their needs and 
realities, prioritizing their functionality as 
well as the well-being of their users. Now, 
this process will also be developed taking 
into account the new normality and 
based on the deep knowledge of the Well 
V2 certifi cation.

2017 Communication Design Award2017 Communication Design Award
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03 We’ve never 
been so sure 
about being 
safe
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To be closer to your concerns, 
we have reinvented and 
adapted our product ranges 
to respect distance between 
people.

Protective
screens & panels
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Furniture to make video 
conferences is introduced as 
a perfect ally to avoid face-to-
face meetings.

Video conference
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The equipment of individual 
workstations allows to reduce 
density reconfiguring spaces to 
make them more private.

Private
workstations
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Versatile and configurable dividers 
allow the creation of small rooms 
with a reduced capacity for 
informal meeting.

Soundproof
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Elevable chairs allow to personalise 
the height of a workstation to 
facilitate rotation of staff.

Height-adjustable
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Working remotely, co-working 
or with an office solution to 
work from home you can assure 
productivity and wellbeing of 
people with adapted furniture to 
their activity that is compliant with 
office regulations.

Home Office
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Versatile chairs valid for both 
interior and exterior that 
allow creating safer and less 
concentrated areas.

Outdoor
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Formaldehyde free table tops and 
antibacterial fabrics are a trend to 
guarantee the health of the people who 
work in an office.

Hygienic 
materials
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Stackable chairs allow you to 
save space and configure it 
based on the needs of each 
moment.

Agile
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The new work environments 
demand agility to adapt 
to each moment and we 
have done it to offer you, in 
this delicate situation, the 
maximum safety in your 
workspace.
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Cómo transformar los 
espacios comunes: 
El reto de los entornos 
Hospitality Post-covid

Cómo adaptar un 
espacio de TRABAJO 
ANTE EL COVID19

Cómo adecuar
los espacios 
EDUCATIVOS
A LA "NUEVA 

NORMALIDAD"

PASADO

PRESENTE

FUTURO

On top of producing protective 
screens to separate the 
workstations and design our 
very own face masks, we have 
also developed a guide of 
recommendations to help you 
adapt your space to the “new 
normal”. 

A document to adequate 
offi ces to the health and 
hygiene standards that the 
current moment demands.

OFFICE
www.actiu.com/guia-covid-ofi cinas

HOSPITALITY
www.actiu.com/guia-covid-hospitality

EDUCATION
www.actiu.com/guia-covid-educacion

Download our guide
 “How to adapt our

work space to Covid19”
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05 To care for the 
future is also 
to innovate
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At Actiu we believe that everything is connected 
and because of that we have developed an IOT-
worthy technology that allows us to collect data 
of all that happens in a workspace. Therefore, 
sensorising our furniture we are able to 
optimise the space, hygiene, health, energy and 
ultimately wellbeing.

We have developed an 
IOT-worthy technology 

that allows us to collect 
data of all that happens 

in a workspace

SENSORIZATION
What if the office could sense the feelings 
from the people that use it?

SENSORIZATION52 53
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At Actiu we love what we do. 
Maybe there’s no other secret 
to be over 50 years doing it, and 
maybe for this same reason 
we love to rise to challenges 
that make us steer away from 
our routine. This is the essence 
of Actiu Unlimited, the brand 
with which we aim to challenge 
our imagination to create a 
collection of iconic pieces.

So appears Karbon, our first 
carbon fiber chair designed by 
ITEM DesignWorks. A productive 
challenge that combines 
craftsmanship and innovation 
to create a state-of-the-art 
piece, ultralight, seductive and 
timeless.

INNOVATION
INNOVATION54 55



Although these days we must limit 
capacity, control density in spaces 
and maintain a safety distance, we 
continue to have one thing crystal 
clear: We’ll always put the main 
focus on people.

PEOPLE

PEOPLE56
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